
 

Minutes ASPE Annual General Meeting 

Saturday, 24 November 2012 

Ramada Hotel, The Mailbox, Birmingham 

 

1. Welcome  

By the Chair, Neil Burton. 

In attendance: Neil Burton, Paul Adams; Tim Day; Di Duncan; Colin Richards; Denis Hayes; Roy Hughes; 

Jen Pitcher; Peter Sainsbury; Rob Staples; John Coe; Melanie Bradley; Mary Woodcock 

2. Apologies for absence 

Received from: Jill Adams; Paul Latham; Fiona Maine; Colin Richards; Peter Silcock; Mark Brundrett; 

Mike Aylen, Jay Deeble; Lana Boztas. 

 

3. Minutes of the last Meeting 

The minutes of the AGM from November 2011 were received as correct 

 

4. Matters arising from the Minutes 

No matters arising 

 

5. ASPE Values and Beliefs 

The Paper (previously circulated) was adopted by the AGM. The meeting expressed their 
thanks to Di Duncan writing the paper and coordinating the contributions from other 
member so the Exec. Mary will place a copy of the paper on the ASPE web site. 

 

6. Chair’s Annual Report 

The Chair presented his annual report (previously circulated). Rob Staples thanked the Chair for 
his leadership over the year. 

 

7. Elections to the Executive Committee 

a. Chair – 2 years to run (election 2014) 

b. Vice Chair – 1 year to run (election 2013) 

c. Treasurer – Tim Day invited to continue and agreed to do so 



d. Membership Secretary – Mary Woodcock invited to continue and agreed to do so 

e. Editor of the Newsletter – Paul Latham invited to continue 

f. Executive Officers – Denis Hayes and Jen Pritcher retired from the Exec following 
many years valuable service for which the thanks of the Exec were warmly extended. 
John Coe was invited to become a member of the Exec. 

 

8. Annual Accounts 

Tim Day presented the accounts which were formally accepted by the meeting.  

LJMU to be asked once more to invoice for administrative work for Education 3-13 within the 
financial year to which the work relates. 

Neil Burton to be added to the list of signatories.  

It was agreed that ASPE would cancel membership of CfSA. Chair to write to confirm 
withdrawal. 

Colin Richards noted the high proportion of expenditure on administration relative to the 
amount spent on activities directly to the benefit of the primary profession. 

Peter Sainsbury noted that the meetings took place to support the actions (identified in the 
Chair’s report). 

Denis Hayes suggested that the balance of expenditure needs to be considered and it was 
agreed to reduce the number of Exec meetings by 20% (5 to 4 – including AGM) with greater 
use being made of e-communication. 

The meeting passed a vote of thanks to the Treasurer for his work over the year. 

 

9. Membership Fee 

Mary Woodcock presented the membership report noting the significant increase in membership 
due directly to the conference organised by Rob Staples which drew in 25 new schools.  

It was agreed to maintain current fee levels and approach Routledge about the possible cost of 
an ‘electronic-only’ membership. 

The meeting passed a vote of thanks to the Membership Secretary for her work over the year. 

 

10. The Future of ASPE 

The Chair presented the key points of a paper written for the Meeting by Prof Andrew Pollard 

(previously circulated with a paper written by Colin Richards and an article written for Forum by 

Prof Robin Alexander). 

Significant discussion took place focusing, particularly, on the relationship between ASPE’s 

activities and the response to the development of Government policy within the primary phase. 

The meeting decided that strategies needed to be devised and adopted to meet both short and 

medium term challenges which balanced the need to be open to engage in discussion with the 

Government to ameliorate the nature and potential negative impact of the proposals and also to 

form ‘constructive alliances’ with other non-governmental stakeholders in primary education to 

directly challenge the basic incoherence of the policies. 

It was decided that ASPE would take action on two fronts, which will be used to inform and 

reinforce each other: 



 ASPE Symposia series: ASPE will underwrite a minimum of 3 symposia, each with a 

specific focus, to a maximum of £7500 in total. Sponsorship will be sought to extend the 

series and also reduce the actual cost of the series to ASPE. University venues will be 

chosen (such as Oxford, Cambridge, Bristol, Hull, IoE) with both invited contributions 

and opportunities for members, wishing to be considered for a place, to submit brief 

papers, outlining their intended contributions. Notes will be made and disseminated to 

press and other appropriate parties. There will be published outcomes which will inform 

ASPE policy and actions. Mark and Neil (with Fiona and Paul A?) to lead on this – outline 

plan with an indication of the foci for each symposia and proposed costings to be 

circulated ASAP. 

 ‘Nuclear’ Primary Group – ASPE will invite NAPE, CPRnetwork, TACTYC and NET to meet 

and contribute to a coordinated response to the Government primary policy and lead a 

wider group of key stakeholders (parent organisations, faith groups, employer 

representatives, professional and subject associations,...). The aim being to unite 

around a key set of proposals to inform and counter current Government policy 

proposals. John and Neil (With Rob and Peter S?) to develop a proposal with which to 

approach the other associations. 

 Additionally all members of ASPE were invited to contact the Chair with details of key 

influential contacts in other organisations who may prove useful allies, particularly in 

respect of the second initiative. 

Specific outcomes:  

Colin to write an article for the University of the 3rd Age (U3A) outlining the key impacts of the 

current proposals. 

Roy to access and disseminate further details of the ‘Wellington School Conference’ happening 

in March. 

 

11. Any other business 

Future meetings of the Exec: 

March 9th 

June 15th 

September 28th 

AGM November 23rd  

 

The meeting closed at 2:30pm 


